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Willard Wyman () was a wrangler, guide, and packer in Montana's Bob Marshall Wilderness and the Sierra Nevada High
Country for over forty years. He taught literature and was a dean of students at both Stanford University and Colby
College.

May 04, Clark Isaacs rated it it was amazing Western skies, mountains, trail riders, and the old West come
alive once again in this compelling novel by award winning author Willard Wyman. A bizarre crash results in
the destruction of many rail cars that transported the entourage Western skies, mountains, trail riders, and the
old West come alive once again in this compelling novel by award winning author Willard Wyman. A bizarre
crash results in the destruction of many rail cars that transported the entourage on to their next engagement.
Assessing the situation as hopeless, Fenton Pardee rescues his mules and horse, packs them up, says goodbye
to old friends and hits the trail to the openness of Montana. Traveling is rugged even for this experienced
mountaineer, but he trudges his way westward in search of fulfillment of his life. He follows Indian trails and
game trails as he moves deeper into the wilderness. Fenton faces hardship when his horse dies and he has to
travel on foot to lead his three mules, which are carrying his worldly possessions. He walks through the
valleys and up mountains leading his pack animals to the camp of Tommy Yellowtail. Tommy was surprised
at the arrival of Fenton Pardee and was astonished that he was able to do it without a saddle horse! Admiration
starts a new friendship that lasts throughout the years. Tommy was a self-styled horse trader who was trying to
survive on his own by selling his collection of horses. Fenton was in need of a horse and it was a perfect
opportunity for each of them in this serendipitous meeting. Fenton brought his skill as a hunter, tracker, trader,
and chef to the arrangement and Tommy displayed his knowledge of the land. It was a time in which they both
gained mutual respect for each other. What makes this story stand out, as being exceptional is the development
of a relationship between an Indian and cowboy! Tommy and Fenton each recognize that in order to succeed
they will need to become civilized and live in society rather than being out in the wilderness living off the
land. Their time in the wilderness still exists, but it is under different circumstances. They become guides to
city folk who want to experience the outdoor conditions, but with the thoughtful guidance of experienced
packers. Because they are so responsible, their business thrives and they acquire land. There are many
opportunities which open doors for Fenton to become a landowner. The exploration of these events is another
part of the compelling interest in this story. Fenton has romantic interests that lead to his marring Cody Jo.
Tommy also has romantic interests, though he does not marry. After all, this did take place partially during the
period of prohibition. William Wyman easily describes a sense of reality since his background is similar to
that of the same style as his character. Even with this wild side, Wyman has been a college instructor in
literature and dean at Colby College and Stanford University. This novel is highly recommended and is a five
star book.
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Willard Wyman We found 10 Willard Wyman in the US. Get full address, contact info, background report and more! Get
full address, contact info, background report and more! Filter by Location.
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Battles/Wars World War I, World War II Notes awarded Order of Boyaca, GC, on 01 Sep by Colombia Ambassador
Eduardo Zuleta Ã•ngel.
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Willard Wyman graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, Class of Originally members of that class were
the Class of , but beca The Hall of Valor is a searchable database of valor award citations collected by Doug Sterner, a
Vietnam veteran and Military Times contributing editor, and by Military Times staff.
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Buy a cheap copy of High Country: A Novel (Literature of the book by Willard Wyman. The packer's business is guiding
mule trains into mountains where wagons can't travel. It's a life of danger, long days, and low pay. But for those wedded
to the Free shipping over $

Chapter 7 : Blue Heaven: A Novel by Willard Wyman
On February 25, , Willard G. "Bill" Wyman II died from lung cancer at the age of He served as Headmaster of The
Thacher School for 34 years beginning in At this time, Thacher's academics and infrastructure were rapidly deteriorating.
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Willard Wyman's great novel of the high country of Montana won a Spur Award and great respect from reviewers. It
opens between the world wars, and closes mid-century, and follows a troubled young man, Ty Hardin, who looks for
healing in the mysterious mountain ranges of northern Montana.
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